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Based on my training in both clinical psychiatry and basic molecular neuroscience, my own research program
aims translational study for major mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia and Huntington’s disease, with a
particular emphasis on molecular pathways of the diseases. In my program, there are three key projects of (1)
molecular pathways involving genetic risk factors and production of animal models in order to test gene
environmental interaction in the developmental trajectory of the disease pathologies, (2) molecular study of stress
sensing mechanism, especially that to oxidative stress and inflammation, in the context of the pathologies of
mental illnesses (in particular, those at disease onset), and (3) analysis of molecular expression and functional
profiling with patient cells and tissues (iN cells, iPS cells, and olfactory neurons), all of which are aimed to be
integrated towards molecular understanding of mental illnesses. I also lead P50 Silvo O. Conte center grant,
which takes multifaceted translational approach on DISC1 interactome and schizophr
schizophrenia.
enia. In addition to research
activities, I serve the director of Johns Hopkins Schizophrenia Center where we work on clinic, research,
professional education, and public outreach towards better care and cure for schizophrenia.
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